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Abstract— The advanced robotic and automation (ARA) lab
has developed and successfully implemented a design inspired
by many of the various cutting edge steel inspection robots
to date. The combination of these robots concepts into a
unified design came with its own set of challenges since the
parameters for these features sometimes conflicted. An extensive
amount of design and analysis work was performed by the
ARA lab in order to find a carefully tuned balance between
the implemented features on the ARA robot and general
functionality. Having successfully managed to implement this
conglomerate of features represents a breakthrough to the
industry of steel inspection robots as the ARA lab robot is
capable of traversing most complex geometries found on steel
structures while still maintaining its ability to efficiently travel
along these structures; a feat yet to be done until now.

I. I NTRODUCTION
According to the Federal Highway Administration [1],
almost one third of 607,380 bridges in the United States
are steel bridges. The National Bridge Inventory (NBI) [1]
indicated that 25% of these steel bridges are either deficient
or functionally obsolete, indicating a growing threat to the
safety of transportation. A number of bridges collapsed
recently (e.g., collapse of the I-5 Skagit River Bridge [2])
strongly suggests for more frequent inspection.
The growing number of bridge collapses has shown a
significant impact on the safety of travelers. The current
inspection practices for these bridges is mainly through
visual and manual evaluations. These jobs tend to be very
time consuming and dangerous, as a result there are not
enough people willing and capable enough to do these
jobs. This shortage in supply means that the demand for
adequate inspection and maintenance of these bridges is not
being met, [1], [3]. Therefore, there is a societal need for
alternative solutions because the current methods are not
able to satisfy the growing demand for safe, cost-effective,
accurate inspection. One solution to meet this demand is
through automated inspection with robots.
Civil infrastructures like bridges start their maintenance
processes through inspectors who physically review the status of each steel member by tapping a hammer on the steel
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to collect impact echo waves for fatigue crack inspection
[4], or visually looking at all of the surfaces of the steel
members in order to detect for shallow surface cracks. The
described procedure is very time consuming and not efficient.
Often, it is dangerous for the inspectors to climb up and
hang on cables to inspect the nearly inaccessible structures
of bridges [5]. Additionally, some areas of these structures
are very hard to reach or may not be accessible at all through
conventional means. For example, the Golden Gate bridge,
a landmark of the Bay area in San Francisco, California, is
manually inspected by a team of 12 rope certified bridge
engineers [5], who have to climb and hang on the high steel
structures to perform inspection. As an effort to automate
the inspection process, there has been a variety of climbing
robot developments in recent years.
There are several designs based on conventional mobile
robots. Some make use of tank-like tracks to enhance the
friction of the robot on the steel surfaces they adhere to
[6], [7]. Others function as magnetic wheeled robots [8]–
[10] or roller chain-liked robot [11]. Notable developments
of climbing robots for steel bridge/structure inspection can be
seen in [12]–[22]. The adhesion force for tank-like types of
inspection robots is typically created by magnets attached on
the robot’s roller chains [11], on the robot’s wheels/sprockets,
or on the robot body (untouched magnets). These magnets
are kept in close proximity with the steel surfaces that these
robots adhere to. Each of the measures has particular merits
in differently working condition. Touched magnets on a
roller chain or wheels allow the robot to transfer seamlessly
between surfaces at 90 degree angles as well as other sharp
angles, which might appear on a bridge [7], [23]–[29]. Tanklike robots with untouched permanent magnets help to allow
the robots to pass small struggles like nuts and prevent loss
of adhesion force when crossing rusty areas of steel [30].
Some improved wheel robots with soft frames make them
more adaptive on a wider range of surfaces [31].
Imitation of mobility of climbing creatures is another
approach. A spider-like robot with electromagnets on its feet
was reported [32], and a legged robot was developed [33].
An inchworm-like robot [18] was an efficient design and
creation, for Sydney bridge, Australia. This robot excels in its
ability to transfer smoothly 360o to other surfaces surfaces.
It is equipped with a camera and sensors for structure 3D
mapping.
Aerial robots provide great means for visual inspection
tasks, especially with the cutting edge image processing
technology of the present date. A variety of research in this
area has been conducted. Some of the latest developments
make drone control significantly safer in confined spaces
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[34], [35]. One innovation created a Quadcopter design with
a clip to hold onto a bridge’s beams to be stationary for
inspection without wasting flying energy [36].

Fig. 2: (a) Cylinder steel bridge; (b) Complex I bar steel bridge with nuts;
(c) A bridge with curving and plat surfaces; (d) A complicated joint.
Fig. 1: Overall approach for steel bridge inspection robot.

In summary, the existing automated bridge inspection is
described on a chart in Fig. 1. Robots, which fly, have
electromagnets or utilize vacuum adhesion tend to have
energy issues. These types of robots can not work for long
periods of time out in the field, and tethering the devices
using a wire for power is not feasible due to the oftentimes
complicated and complex structures found on steel bridges.
Climbing mobile robots work exceptionally well on simple
and continuously contoured surfaces. However, steel bridge
structures vary immensely; without standards of practice
(Fig.2). There may be cylinders as Fig. 2(a, c) and or I beams,
such as Fig. 2(b, d). It is difficult for conventional wheeled
robots to work on these types of geometries commonly
found on bridges. While legged robots can solve this issue
with their mobile capabilities they struggle when moving
on normal surfaces. The movement of worm or spider-like
behavior becomes redundant and increasingly complicated
in comparison to other wheeled designs. Each transportation
method has its own difficulty getting around nuts (Fig. 2(b,
d)) and still maintaining the adhesion force. Flying robots offer an effective approach without limitations of being adhered
to the bridges surface. However, steel bridge maintenance
requires a thorough inspection along the structural members
of the bridge. Unfortunately, drones are not currently able to
perform these in-depth analyses of structural steel members.
This paper presents a practical climbing robotic system,
which combines the methods and subsequently the advantages of some of the other steel inspection robots created
previously. The robot can adapt to a wide range of different
sorts of bridge surfaces (flat, curving, rough). The hybrid
approach implemented in the robot in this paper allows
it to have both a mobile mode and a transforming mode
(Fig. 4). These allow it to adapt to most complex steel
bridge surfaces for efficient inspections. This robot utilizes
adhesion force generated by permanent magnets in two
modes; untouched magnets during mobile mode and touched
for transforming mode. The flexible magnet array allows
the robot to overcome obstacles including nuts and bolts.
To demonstrate the robot’s working principle, it has been

deployed for climbing on indoor and outdoor steel structures
and steel bridges.
II. OVERALL D ESIGN

Fig. 3: Overall design of robot.

Fig. 4: Robot function (a) Mobile mode; (b) Transforming mode, or worm
mode.

The design concept of the hybrid climbing robot is illustrated in Fig. 3 and it’s function is described in Fig.4.
The robot is divided into two main parts: the feet and body.
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Each foot is loaded with permanent magnets for adhesion
force therefore allowing the robot to expend no energy for
its continued attachment to steel surfaces. In mobile mode
the magnets hover in an untouched position with a 1mm
distance from the steel surface. The magnets are ring shaped
and arranged in an array, which allows the robot to pass nuts
and bolts smoothly while still maintaining a full adhesion
force. The torsion spring is instrumental in the design of
the feet, they allow every single magnet cell to individually
adapt to varying external stimuli and then return to its initial
structure. The magnets utilized in the array are magnetized
through their diameter as opposed to through their thickness
as shown in Fig. 5. This allows them to be more suitable
with their design purpose.

Fig. 7: The robot body - 6 DOF robot arm.

may shift into transforming mode to find a new surface to
travel along and complete it’s task. In transforming mode
one foots magnet array will touch fully to the surface to
maximize its adhesion force. Then the magnets on the second
foot will move up to release the adhesion force. Now, the
robot works as a 6 DOF robot arm. When touching a new
surface, the process happens again to the opposite feet. This
enables the robot to move the whole robot to new place. The
whole process is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 5: The robots foot with flexible magnet array.

The distance between the magnet arrays and surface is
controllable, and each foot is able to work in touched or
untouched orientations. Two parallel feed screws are utilized
with an actuator to enable the control system to modify the
distance that each foot is kept at. Feedback from a distance
sensor helps to ensure that the magnet arrays are kept at
an optimal distance. The four wheels on each foot keep
the robot stable when standing on one foot and support
large moments while simultaneously being light weight. The
rubber wheels maximize the friction factor between the robot
and the surfaces that each foot is adhered to. The foot
design allows the ARA robot to function on different surface
conditions as described on Fig.6. The body has 6 degrees of
freedom (DOF) and functions like a robot arm shown in Fig.7
when the robot is in transforming mode.

Fig. 6: (a) The robot on flat surface; (b) The robot passing nuts; (c) The
robot on a curving surface.

Fig. 8: Transformation process: (a) The robot in mobile mode; (b) The
robot makes the magnet array touch on the 1st foot and looks for new a
new surface with the other; (c) The 2nd foot touches a new surface and
moves the rest of the robot there; (d) The robot switches back to mobile
mode on the new surface.

III. M ECHANICAL D ESIGN AND A NALYSIS
Throughout the design process of this robot, the ARA
team performed an extensive set of statics analyses on the
robot. These examinations into the mechanical behaviors
behind which this robot has been constructed under, have
allowed the ARA team to design and manufacture a robot,
which surpasses the current capacities of other steel bridge
inspection robots that came before it such as CROC [18],
the inchworm inspired robot or MINOAS [25].
A. Transformation Analysis

When the robot encounters an area it is having difficulties
traversing while in mobile mode, the robot will alter the
magnet orientation of one foot to touched so that the robot

The purpose of the transformation analysis was to determine the maximum moment the robot would experience under static conditions. This evaluation allowed us to determine
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the moment the robot experiences when transforming and the
minimum torque required from our servos to overcome the
force of gravity.

The reduction of total mass in the feet gives our robot
a much larger factor of safety to subsequently operate in
a much more desirable manner. This reduction in mass (40%) enables our robot to traverse steel structures because
its servos can hoist the robot and hold still or over power the
force of the moments acting on them. This means that the
ARA robot is able to carry more equipment than it would
have been able to if it was manufactured from aluminum.
B. Lower Plate Statics Analysis

Fig. 9: Extended statics diagram.

Variable hf represents the height of the feet, and mf is
the mass of foot. L1 , L2 , L3 are the lengths of links, one
through three. me is the mass of equipment that the robot is
carrying. mL1 , mL2 , mL3 are the masses of their respective
links. g is for gravity.
First, the moment acting at point A in Fig. 9 was determined in order to obtain a generic equation Equ. (1) to
model the torque output required from a servo at point A
as a function of the variables above. After this, the ARA
team could decide upon a particular servo to use in the
construction of the proposed robot.
1
1
TA = ( L1 )mL1 g + (L1 + L2 )(m1 + me )g
2
2
1
+ (L1 + L2 + L3 )mL3 g
2
1
+ (L1 + L2 + L3 + hf )mf g.
2

(1)

The moment the robot experiences when fully extended
was determined in this analysi,s which informed the team
about how large the moment acting upon the robot would
be through Equ. (2). In the Turn Over and Sliding Friction
Analysis section later in this paper, we take the results of
this study and use them as an input for the external moment
that the foot is experiencing in the Turn Over Analysis.
1
1
MB = ( hf )mf g + (hf + L1 )mL1 g
2
2
1
+ (hf + L1 + L2 )(mL2 − me )g
2
1
+ (hf + L1 + L2 + L3 )mL3 g
2
3
+ ( hf + L1 + L2 + L3 )mf g.
2

(2)

In both the Moment and Torque equations (1) and (2),
the mass of the feet play a very large role in how large the
respective acting moment and torque is. When we performed
this analysis using aluminum as the material for the structural
members of the robot, we found that our robot needed a
very significant amount of torque to overcome gravity. From
this, we concluded that our servos would have very low
factors of safety. One of the ways in which the ARA team
addressed this issue was by changing the material with which
the structural members of the robot were manufactured from,
choosing carbon fiber instead of aluminum.

Fig. 10: Lower plate Solidworks static study simulation.

After the team decided to move forward with the use of
carbon fiber, we needed to calculate the thickness of the
material we would need for use on our robot. To do this,
the ARA team employed the use of a 3D CAD software
called Solidworks. The lower plate (Fig. 10) was chosen for
analysis because the team determined that it would receive
the most forces and therefore the most stress of all the other
structural members in the design. Once a 3D model had been
created, a statics study was made, then the team created all of
the fixture conditions and forces, which would be acting on
the plate. After this, the team created a custom material entry
for the model using all of the material property characteristics
of carbon fiber. For the purpose of this study, we assumed
that our robot would be constructed from standard carbon
fiber. We obtained these values from MatWeb, a material
property database [37].
Solidworks statics studies approximate the stress that will
be on various subsections of the frame by splitting up the 3D
solid model into meshed chunks. Then, it takes into account
the external forces and fixture conditions acting on the model
and calculates the Von Mises stress [38] at each subsection
of the mesh along the entire member Equ. (3). The generic
equation for Von Mises stress, σv , is as follows:
1
σv = [ [(σ11 − σ22 )2 + (σ22 − σ33 )2
2
1
2
2
2
+ (σ33 − σ11 )2 + 6(σ12
+ σ23
+ σ31
)]] 2 .

(3)

By iteratively running this simulation, the ARA team was
able to examine a range of different thicknesses of carbon
fiber. The team determined that while 4mms of thickness
would meet the design requirements for the project, it also
would have had a very low factor of safety of only 1.17.
As a result, the team opted for a sturdier plate to ensure the
structural members of the robot were not at risk of breaking
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during use based on the calculated forces and moments from
the transformation and turn over analyses.
C. Turn Over and Sliding Friction Analysis
At this point in the design process, the ARA team needed
to conclude whether our robot would be at risk of toppling
over or slipping while in use. To do this, we performed
two more statics analyses, one, on an adhered foot with an
external moment acting on it and the other as stationary foot
adhered to a steel surface resisting sliding.

of these calculations was to ensure that the robot’s feet would
not slide down the steel surfaces that they are adhered to.
i represents the number of wheels that the normal force
(FN ) is distributed between, and n is for the total number of
permanent magnets on the foot. FF is the friction force, and
Fmag is the force generated by one magnet. µ represents the
friction coefficient between steel and rubber. For the purposes
of our study, we used a value of 0.7 [39].
This evaluation begins by defining the equation for the
normal force acting perpendicular to the surface that the
robot is adhered to; Equ. (6).
nFmag
(6)
.
FN =
i
Then, a base equation is written to solve for the force of
friction acting against motion, Equ. (7).
FF = iFN µ.

(7)

Which when both combined, yields Equ. (8).
FF = nFmag µ.

Equ.(8) models the force of friction as a function of the total
number of magnets on the foot, the friction coefficient based
on the materials in contact and the force generated by one
magnet.

Fig. 11: Turn over/adhesion diagram.

Our turn over analysis (Fig. 11a) builds off of the transformation analysis by using the proposed moment function
Equ. (2) as an input to the external moment acting upon
the foot in this analysis. In order to determine how much
adhesion force was required by each foot, a moment was
taken at point C, this produced equations (4) and (5).
Variables
n1 , n2 , n3 , n4
represent
the
number
of magnets in each row. MC is the moment at
point C, and Fmag is the force created by each
magnet. d1 , d2 , d3 all represent distances, where
MB
=
f (hf , mf , mL1 , me , mL2 , mL3 , L1 , L2 , L3 , g),
is solved for in the Transformation Analysis subsection of
this paper.
Mc = − MB + Fmag n3 d3 + Fmag n2 (d2 + d3 )
+ Fmag n1 (d1 + d2 + d3 ).

(8)

D. Lead Screw Analysis
Once the team had finalized the overall design of the robot
and determined the strength of permanent magnets we would
need, the ARA team then needed to calculate how much
torque the servos on the feet would need to output in order
to turn the lead screws attached to the lower plate of the
foot. This capability allows the robots to modify the strength
of their adhesion force to the steel surfaces they are on by
raising and lowering the magnet arrays. In order to calculate

(4)

Equ. (4) was then simplified and adjusted to emphasize
the role magnet strength and each distance would have upon
the net moment, MC , giving Equ. (5).
Mc = Fmag (d3 (n1 + n2 + n3 ) + d2 (n1 + n2 )
+ d1 n1 ) − MB = −MB + Fmag n3 d3
(5)
+ Fmag n2 (d2 + d3 ) + Fmag n1 (d1 + d2 + d3 ).
The resulting equation Equ. (5) helped develop a better
understanding about the importance of foot orientation, location of magnets, and the power of the magnets in the design.
This analysis was also instrumental to the design layout of
each of the feet in our robot and helped to ensure that the
robot would maintain its position on steel structures.
The sliding friction analysis (Fig. 11b) assumes static
conditions to determine what the required force of friction
acting on the wheels is to prevent sliding. The main purpose

Fig. 12: Lead screw ’unrolling’ diagram.

how much torque would be required, the ARA team needed
to determine how much of the total adhering force from the
magnets would translate into a moment in the lead screws,
Equ. (9). The equation effectively ’unrolls’ the thread (Fig.
12) to determine the angle at which a downward force would
translate into creating a moment in the lead screws direction.
The variable (θ) represents the pitch of the threading on the
lead screws, and k is the numbers of servos on one foot. rL
is the radius of the lead screw, and mLA is the mass of the
lead screw. n is the number of permanent magnets on the
lower frame, and Fmag is the force one magnet creates. C
is the circumference of the lead screw.
lead ∗ 1rev
).
(9)
θ = tan−1 (
2πrL
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Next, the team needed to determine how much force would
be acting upon the lower frame assembly of the robot.
This was done by summing the combined forces of all the
permanent magnets and the forces created due to gravity on
the lower frame; yielding Equ. (10).
nFmag
+ mLA g.
(10)
k
After this, the ARA team could then compute the moment the
lead screws would experience as a function of their diameter,
FLA , and θ. This allowed our team to determine what servos
we would need to overcome the required minimum torque
described by Equ. (11).
FLA =

TL = rL FLA tanθ.

to get around and traverse complex, jagged geometries like
those found on the art statue, Fig. 14. The testing at this art
statue suggests that more work should be put into creating
friction to resist twisting while the robot is in worming
mode. While not entirely crippling, the robot did struggle
to maintain its orientation when moving. This issue was also
likely exacerbated by a rudimentary controller design, which
creates sharp, sudden movements that ended as quickly as
they began. Smoothing of the accelerations created by the
servos will be imperative in ensuring this robot is capable of
meeting commercial demands for steel structure inspection.

(11)

IV. ROBOT D EPLOYMENT
The purpose of the indoor testing was to evaluate the
robots climbing abilities (Fig. 13) and examine how adhesion
force varied with distance from the steel surface.

Fig. 15: Mobile mode example on bridge.

Additional evaluations were done at a bridge on campus,
which is comprised of long cylindrical members. As shown
in Fig. 15, these members were useful for testing the robots
ability to adhere to round surfaces.
Link to the video demonstration of the robot deployments
can be seen here: https://youtu.be/PwDf6h0Om3c

Fig. 13: The robot being tested on a steel structure indoors.

The ARA Labs robot was able to successfully climb the
lab’s steel beams (Fig. 13). With the ARA robot’s climbing
capabilities verified, the robot was then tested outside on
more complex structures than what could be found in the
lab.
Outdoor testing for the robot began at a local steel art
statue on the university campus famous for having every
commercial steel link type on it, as showcased in Fig 14.

Fig. 14: Deployment of the robot on a steel structure.

At this art statue, the team was able to examine the
robot’s physical ability to traverse the complex geometries,
which would come across out in the world as show in
Fig. 14. The results from this assessment and verification
subsection showcase the ARA Lab robot’s proposed ability

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The ARA team’s robot described by this paper proposes
a design, which combines the best parts of other modern
day steel inspection robots in order to traverse the complex
geometries commonly found on steel structures such as
windmills, steel bridges and buildings. The largest challenge
so far in this project has been making sure that the robot
will function as intended. Since the team is implementing
a design, which draws from a wide range of other designs,
the robot needs to be able to accommodate all of the design
parameters for each design in order to maintain the intended
functionalities of the implemented features. This created a
necessity for detailed design analyses to ensure that such
an amalgamation of various designs could successfully work
together in unison.
In the future, the ARA team plans to design a working arm
for the ARA Lab robot so that it may carry special equipment
such as an eddy current sensor to assist with performing
detailed inspections of dangerous, hard to reach places on
steel structures. The team would also like to address the
robots ability to resist twisting by increasing the amount
of friction the robot generates with a steel surface during
the robots articulations in transforming mode. Additionally,
autonomous localization, navigation and sensing function
will be developed to allow the robot to perform automated
inspection. Our previous work on this localization, navigation
and sensing for bridge deck inspection robots [40]–[45] will
be utilized for this future development.
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